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                Heat Scans of the Great Pyramid of Giza reveal mysterious anomalies
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     January 5, 2024                    0                


                
                    This finding could prove to be one of the most important discoveries in the history of the Pyramids of Giza.

According to experts who have analyzed the Great Pyramid of Giza, there are â€˜thermal anomaliesâ€™ that scientist say could lead to a previously unknown chamber inside the Great Pyramid.

Researchers have...                
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                The Great Pyramid of Giza: A Giant Energy machine? Thermal Images reveal shocking details
                
                    Ancient Aliens                                        Ancient Code Team -                     January 6, 2024                    0                


                
                    Is it possible that researchers have found evidence that the Great Pyramid of Giza is a giant energy machine? Heat scans seem to prove it, according to a number of ancient astronaut theorists.

The international project called â€œScan Pyramidsâ€� has revealed its first results after performing heat scans inside the...                
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                Yggdrasil, The Legendary World Tree Of Norse Mythology
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    In the beginning of the Norse cosmos, there existed an eternal Void, known as Ginnungagap. Out of this nothingness sprang Yggdrasil, a huge Ash tree. Its newly emerging branches held two primordial worlds; Niflheim, a world of ice & frost, and Muspellheim, a realm of molten fire.
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                The Wheel of Giants: The mysterious 5000 year old monumentâ€¦ built by the biblical...
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     January 6, 2024                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/plvOuiBU_ws?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1

The enigmatic Rujm el-Hiri is without a doubt one of the most mysterious structures ever discovered in the Middle East. This â€˜prehistoricâ€™ construction passed unnoticed for centuries and even today, no one knows its exact purpose.

This monument became noticed after Israel captured the region in the...                
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                â€˜Giantâ€™ 300,000-Year-Old Hand Axes Used By Mystery Ancestor Found In Spain
                
                    Human Origins                                        Ancient Code Team -                     April 20, 2022                    0                


                
                    Researchers have uncovered 'giant' hand axes believed to date back between 200,000 and 300,000 years. It is believed the hand axes were used by a mysterious human ancestor to cut prey in prehistoric Europe, report experts.

The 'giant' tools were used by ancient man to process hard materials such as...                
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                Ancient people knew that the Earth was round 2000 years before Columbus
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     December 20, 2023                    0                


                
                    We have been told in school that it was Christopher Columbus the person who found out that the Earth is round and set out on a journey to prove it.

It is just one of the many "little" lies that have been told in history classes today. ButÂ Christopher Columbus did...                
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                What did cleopatra look like?
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Cleopatra, the Queen of Egypt, was one of the most renowned figures of her time. She was a beautiful, intelligent, and charismatic personality that used her power and influence to shape the course of history. However, her appearance and looks are still a mystery to the world as there...                
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                How did Cleopatra die?
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Cleopatra VII the queen of Egypt and one of the most famous women in history. Cleopatra rules over the prosperous Egyptian empire. She is beautiful, intelligent, and a master of manipulation. Every man she meets falls in love with her, including Julius Caesar and Mark Antony.



Over time, Cleopatra's ambitions...                
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When we hear the name Cleopatra, we think of a beautiful and alluring woman with a tragic story. But who was she? Cleopatra was the last active pharaoh of Ptolemaic Egypt and briefly survived as pharaoh by her son Caesarion. After her reign, Egypt became a province of the...                
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            5 â€˜controversialâ€™ ancient Books that could shatter the foundations of history
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            Ancient â€˜city ruinsâ€™ discovered on the surface of Mars?
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            Ancient Egyptians had electricty and batteries thousands of years ago
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            Atlantis, Tiahuanaco and Puma Punku; Incredible Similarities
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            Newly-found fossils reveal Antarctica had lush forests before Dinosaurs existed
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                DNA Results For The Elongated Skulls Of Paracas: Part 3 Of 4: â€œCleopatra Of...
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 29, 2024                    0                


                
                    

Meet the â€œCleopatra Of Paracas.â€�
Brien Foerster presents us with further details about the fascinatingÂ Paracas skulls from Peru. This time, DNA tests revealed fascinating resultsÂ performed on a skull that belonged to the Paracas culture. The curious skull was nicknamed Cleopatra because of its unusual shape and obvious traces of red...                
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                3 Reasons why the Sphinx may predate the Ancient Egyptian Civilization
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 29, 2024                    0                


                
                    

The Great Sphinx of Giza is one of the most enigmaticâ€“if not the mostâ€” structures ever created on Earth. Many researchers believe we cannot rule out â€”entirelyâ€” that the Sphinx was built by a culture that predates the ancient Egyptian Civilization, and here is why.Â 
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                5 of the most advanced ancient civilizations on Earth you should know about
                
                    History                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 28, 2024                    0                


                
                    Millions of people around the globe are as passionate about ancient civilizations as we are. The truth is that in the distant past, a number of ancient civilizations existed on Earth with incredible technologies that are still misunderstood today.
Ranging from Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, and Engineering, numerous ancient cultures had...                
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                Shambhala & the Hollow Earth according to Ancient Buddhism
                
                    Unexplained                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 28, 2024                    0                


                
                    

"...The land of Shambhala lies in a valley. It is only approachable through a ring of snow peaks like the petals of a lotus â€¦ At the centre is a nine-storey crystal mountain which stands over a sacred lake, and a palace adorned with lapis, coral, gems and pearls....                
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                Do These Official Apollo Mission Transcripts Reveal Details About Aliens On The Moon?
                
                    Moon                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 27, 2024                    0                


                
                    "...03 08 20 42 CMP: Boy, there must be nothing more desolate than to be inside some of these craters, these conical ones. 03 08 20 50 CDR:Â People that live in there probably never get out...","...Oh God, look at that Moltke; heâ€™s my favorite â€¦ Look at that son...                
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                Revealed: 4,500-year-old Papyrus that details the construction of the Great Pyramid
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 27, 2024                    0                


                
                    Researchers have revealed a fascinating 4,500-year-old Papyrus that details the construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza. It is the oldest Papyrus ever found.Â 

For centuries, mankind has questioned and wondered how the ancient Egyptians built the Great Pyramid of Giza. Only now, a substantial piece of evidence has come...                
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                Archaeologists believe they have found King Arthurâ€™s Castle
                
                    Archaeology                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 26, 2024                    0                


                
                    

It seems that researchers have found new traces that prove the existence of King Arthur as experts believe they have stumbled upon the King's long-lost 'mythical' castle.







The mysterious origins of a British archaeological site commonly associated with the legend of King Arthur, have just gotten even more mysterious.

British researchers...                
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                A hidden message in Da Vinciâ€™s Last Supper painting
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 26, 2024                    0                


                
                    

A Milan-based Researcher claimsÂ Da Vinci included a HIDDEN message in his famous painting of The Last Supper.



YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5t91VaiBYY



According to researchers, there is a hidden message inside Leonardo da Vinci's version of the Last Supper that points to the possibility that Jesus was MORTAL.

The last Supper painted by...                
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                New DNA tests on 2,000-year-old Elongated Paracas Skulls changes history
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 25, 2024                    0                


                
                    

Among other results, researchers have found that the mystery skulls which date back at least 2,000 years have European and Middle Eastern origins.
â€œIf these results hold,â€� history of the migration of people to the Americas is far more complex than we have been told previously.â€� Brien Foerster.







The famous Paracas...                
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                Researchers find underground tunnels beneath a Mexican Pyramid
                
                    News                                        Ancient Code Team -                     March 25, 2024                    0                


                
                    YouTube Video Here: https://www.youtube.com/embed/tG3rG_sbkyc?feature=oembed&enablejsapi=1



Researchers from the National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) of Mexico have discovered a set of 'tunnels' leading to the 'underworld' beneath an ancient Pyramid in Mexico.







According to the National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) of Mexico, researchers have come across a 'hydraulic system'...                
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Ancient Code is a website founded in 2012 that covers articles and scientific discoveries that help understand humanityâ€™s past, present, and future.
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